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animal welfare program, 293
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flank straps, 290–291
livestock welfare survey, 293–4
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‘abuse/mistreatment’, 288
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‘stimulants/hypnotics’, 288
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jockeys, 234
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randomized controlled trials
evidence-based medicine
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RCTs. See randomized clinical trials
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genetics, 316
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canter, 305
movement pattern, 305–6
repetitive, 305
rhabdomyolysis syndrome, 397–8
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health belief models, 213–14
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injury and safety improvement, 231
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Western pleasure, 247
issues, breed associations and show
organizations
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evaluation methods, 249–50
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non-sored, 246–7  
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canter, 305  
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injection, 315
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policy lack, benefits, 314
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USEF policy, 312
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shows and events
abuse, 311
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Wild and Free Roaming Horse and Burro Protection Act, 167
wild horses, Western USA
adoption, holding and shipping
BLM shipping policies, 457
EIA virus, 457
family groups, 456–7
health management, 458
separation, 456
BLM and Forest Service, 443–4
description, 442–3
fertility control
agents, 456
darting horses impracticality, 456
porcine zona pellucida (PZP) antigen, 454–5
stallion, 454
humane treatment and management, 444
National Park Service, 444
population control
bait/water trapping, 452–3
breeding model, 449
challenges, 453–4
chemical immobilization agents and aerial net-gunning, 453
ground pursuit, 452
helicopter-assisted roping, 451
lion predation, 450
periodic roundups, BLM, 450
pre-existing injuries/physical problems, 453
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on range
artificial water sources, 446–7
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forage availability, 445–6
genetic diversity, 448
health problems, 447
management and crisis prevention, 445
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problems, 445
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stress levels, 444–5
unadopted animal adoption, compliance and care
BLM, 458–9
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management programs, 458
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sucklings, 83
two-year-olds, 86–7
weanling
orthopedic disease, 83
post-weaning slump, 83–4
yearling
alfalfa hay, 85–6
DOD, 85
fortification, 86
OCD, 84
zinc, 78